
Paul Rissen
A product leader with over sixteen years of experience working on award
winning digital products in a variety of roles, alongside teams both local and
remote. Author of Experiment-Driven Product Development (Apress, 2019).

My ambition: to have a significant, positive impact on the media industry, and
society, through the use of technology for storytellers in both fact and fiction.

Contact details available upon
request

EXPERIENCE

Reach PLC, London, UK - Senior Product Manager
Sept 2021 - Present

● 2023: Strategic Product Alignment
○ Building a new team across Product, UX and Engineering

to deliver greater strategic alignment and service design
for Reach’s News Products team.

● 2021-Present: Content Annotation Team
○ Overhauled Reach’s approach to content tagging in order

to increase content consumption, audience engagement
and registrations.

○ Started a new team from scratch, hiring, line managing
and mentoring new starters.

○ Introduced product showcases to better connect &
collaborate with product, engineering and editorial
teams.

● 2022: Editorial Tools Team
○ Established baseline metrics so that product

developments could be measured and assessed.
○ Handled relationship with external CMS supplier.
○ Interim Head of SEO role.

Springer Nature, London, UK — Senior Product Manager
2016 - 2021

● 2020-21: Magazines & Content Solutions
○ Established measurement of engagement-based metrics

for Nature Briefing, introducing a culture of
experimentation to increase the number of subscribers
and improve repeated engagement with content.

○ Delivered ~4000 sign ups to Nature Briefing each week.
○ Developed an engaged audience of 20% of Nature Briefing

subscribers with a lifetime open rate of 70%+.
○ Launched Back to the Lab newsletter to over 5000

subscribers in less than two weeks.

● 2019-20: Springer Journal Refresh
○ Managed a multidisciplinary, multi-location product

team to design, build & improve a ground-up replatform
& redesign of Springer’s 3000+ strong journal portfolio.

○ Improved user satisfaction scores from 2.6 to 3.4
○ Improved ‘Time to interactive’ by 54%.

SKILLS

Digital Content & Product
Strategy

Data-informed, experiment
and user-driven, agile
Product Development

Partnership Management &
Coordination

Line Management &
Mentoring

Training &  Team
Management

Innovation in Digital
Narrative

LANGUAGES

English (native)

German (limited
conversational)

French (basic)

EDUCATION

University of Brighton, UK
MSc, Information Systems -
Distinction 2005 - 2006

University College London, UK
BA History  - 1st class Hons
2002 - 2005



● 2018: Nature & BMC Open Access Journals
○ Coached a product development team to adopt a

data-informed, experiment-driven approach.
○ Delivered a 33% increase in sessions to BMC journals

from organic search.
○ Increased click-through to content from journal

homepages to average of 5%.
○ Mentored new product managers.

● 2016-17: Recommended
○ Took a proof-of-concept service from prototype to

launching across all Springer Nature titles.
○ Hired and mentored data scientists and engineers to

improve our experiment-driven discipline.
○ Developed entirely new services based on regular user

panels with Crick Institute.
○ Introduced the use of OKRs to focus team e�orts on a

quarterly basis.
○ Improved click-through rates on recommendations to

5% on web, 20% on email.

BBC, London, UK — Product Manager, UX & Data Architect
2008  - 2016

● 2015-16: Product Manager for Research & Education Space
○ Managed a geographically-distributed team to develop

the cutting-edge, graph-based platform.
○ Collaborated, advised and provided consulting services to

several of the UK's largest cultural institutions.
○ Responsible for managing the agile process and strategic

direction of the tech team, as well as working closely with
editorial colleagues and other management colleagues to
recruit and drive alignment with other BBC workstreams.

● 2013-15: Data Architect for BBC News
○ Led data architecture e�orts in the newsroom to support

elections, content tagging & innovation in partnership
with BBC News Labs.

● 2008-13: UX Architect
○ Led several projects including the BBC Programmes &

Music platforms.
○ Commissioned, procured & managed relationships with

external partners for BBC Knowledge & Learning.
○ Secured funding & sta�ng for several self-initiated

projects, following my passion for digital storytelling,
across drama, documentaries & journalism.

○ Line managed two UX architects; led and trained the BBC
Information Architecture team.

Siemens, London, UK — Graduate Consultant
2006 - 2008

● Worked on, and led, various consultancy projects with the BBC.
● Managed and developed the data model for iPlayer, as well as the

workload of other team members.
● Mentored junior consultants.

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP,
TEACHING AND MENTORING

Mentor Network, News
Product Alliance - Mentor
(2022-23)

Mentoring three emerging news
product thinkers from across the
globe, helping them identify, define,
and track progress towards
achieving a career goal in the news
product industry.

Choosing the product
development method that
works best for your team -
Author, News Product
Alliance (2022)

Wrote a guide to various product
development approaches for an
audience new to the product
management profession.

Experiment-Driven Product
Development - Author, Apress
(2019)

Wrote a book detailing a framework
and process for product
development, blending the
techniques of agile software
development, product thinking and
rigorous experimentation.

Understanding Information
Architecture - Instructor,
General Assembly (2014-16)

Teaching the 'Understanding
Information Architecture'
workshops.

A Manifesto for Structured
Journalism - Co-author, BBC
News Labs (2015)

Proposed a direction for journalism
innovation across the industry and
kicked off a stream of work,
influencing the BBC and other
international news organisations.


